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Why library linked data?



Data from 
linked data 
sources, such 
as Wikidata, 
can be 
aggregated
to form new 
insights
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Academic genealogy

https://catalog.hkust.edu.hk/spd/advisor-chart/spdprofile:13560

https://catalog.hkust.edu.hk/spd/advisor-chart/spdprofile:13560


Improve web page visibility

https://repository.hkust.edu.hk/ir/Record/1783.1-101451

Embed linked data in web page

Ranking in Google 
is improved

2nd

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

https://repository.hkust.edu.hk/ir/Record/1783.1-101451


Linked Open Data 
on the Cloud

http://lod-cloud.net

Can you find any 
bibliographic datasets in 
the Linked Open Data 
Cloud?
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Bibliographic 
metadata ?

http://lod-cloud.net/


Next generation of bibliographic metadata

OCLC Research Report

Smith-Yoshimura, Karen. 2020. Transitioning to the Next 
Generation of Metadata. Dublin, OH: OCLC Research. 
https://doi.org/10.25333/rqgd-b343.

Source: p.4 of the Report

Call for transition to linked data and identifiers

https://doi.org/10.25333/rqgd-b343


MARC is linked data incapable! It is totally invisible in LOD cloud!

• “MAchine Readable Catalog” –
defined in 1960s, originally meant 
for printing of catalog cards by 
machines

• String-based; not structured; 
incompatible in semantic web

• No build-in linking capability of 
things in between records; nor 
within a record

• MARC data is not understandable in 
venues outside of the library 
domain; and it is totally invisible in 
linked open data



• BIBFRAME (Bibliographic Framework) was developed 
by Library of Congress, with the intention to replace 
MARC.

• First draft was release in 2012. Momentum of adoption 
began catching up only after BIBFRAME 2.0 was 
released in 2016.

• Library of Congress has been cataloguing its own 
collections with BIBFRAME. Some American and 
European libraries are either testing it or in the early 
stage of implementation.

• Find out more from recent presentations:
• European BIBFRAME Workshop 2021 

(https://www.casalini.it/bfwe2021)
• BIBFRAME Update Forum at the ALA Annual 

Conference, June 2022 
(https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/news/bibframe-update-

an2022.html)

https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-model.html

https://www.casalini.it/bfwe2021
https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/news/bibframe-update-an2022.html
https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-model.html
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https://www.sls.org.hk:8443/opac/lod/ABcS

Example graph of BIBFRAME linked data

http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/art
https://www.sls.org.hk:8443/opac/lod/ABcS


SLS BIBFRAME Editor
https://www.sls.org.hk:8443/opac/edit/ABcS

https://www.sls.org.hk:8443/opac/edit/ABcS


BIBFRAME + Wikidata → enhance 
information discovery in library catalog

<bf:Agent rdf:about="http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79022889"/>
<bf:Agent rdf:about="http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79039943"/>
<bf:Agent rdf:about="http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n81020731"/>
<bf:Topic rdf:rabout="http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh2008101109"/>

URIs in BIBFRAME

12

Knowledge Cards

Generate knowledge cards

Wikidata entities

https://lbdiscover.hkust.edu.hk/bib/991011895759703412

https://catalog.hkust.edu.hk/kc

https://lbdiscover.hkust.edu.hk/bib/991011895759703412
https://catalog.hkust.edu.hk/kc


Linked data explained



Triple – basic unit of linked data

A statement in English text (literal):

This statement has three parts – two things 
and a relationship connecting them

alice

bob

A thing (Person)

A relationship (Role)

A thing (Person)

Using triple to express a statement structurally 

alice

subject predicate

Subject/predicate/object are identified by 
addresses in the form of URI (Universal 
Resource Identifier) or IRI

<http://example.com/person/alice>

<http://example.com/vocab/secretaryOf>

<http://example.com/person/bob>

secretary of

secretary of

alice

bob

secretary of

“Alice is a secretary of Bob”

[It is difficult for computers to understand the semantics 
conveyed in an unstructured text string]

[Things – can by anything, such as entities, concepts, events, 
etc. The relationship connecting things is also a thing!]

[Triple provides the semantics for computers]

[Computer can look up the URI to obtain more description 
about the thing]

bob

object



exp:alice

ex:secretaryOf

exp:bob

exp: <http://example.com/person/>

ex: <http://example.com/vocab/>

PREFIX Namespace

Subject

exp:alice ex:secretaryOf exp:bob
Predicate Object

Triple – basic unit of linked data [cont.]

URI can be shortened, by using prefix Triple in URIs

Object can be an URI or a literal

Subject

exp:alice ex:fullName “Alice Liddell”

Predicate Object

This triple tells the computer that Alice’s full 
name is “Alice Liddell”, which is a literal (text 
in English)

alice

bob

secretary of

A graph showing these two triples

exp:alice

ex:secretaryOf

Alice Liddell

exp:bob

ex:fullName



Triple – basic unit of linked data [cont.]

Things in URIs and literals are linked 
within the same dataset, thus forming 
linked data.

Things can also be linked across multiple datasets 
forming “web of data”.

URIs are “understandable” by computers, resulting 
“semantic web”

exp:alice

ex:secretaryOf

exc:macau

exp:bob

ex:birthPlace
exo:bobCom

ex:founded

ex:employee

ex:headquarter

ex:fullName

Alice Liddell

Principles of publishing structured data 
on the Web - Tim Berners-Lee, 2006.

1. Use URIs as names for things

2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look 
up those names.

3. When someone looks up a URI, provide 
useful information, using the standards 
(RDF*, SPARQL)

4. Include links to other URIs. so that they 
can discover more things.

https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData
[The term “semantic web” was coined by Tim Berners-Lee, 
in 1999. Tim is the inventor of World Wide Web]

https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData


Serialization

RDF XML
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" xmlns:ex="http://example.com/vocab/">

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example.com/person/alice">
<ex:secretaryOf rdf:resource="http://example.com/person/bob"/>
<ex:fullName>Alice Liddell</ex:fullName>

</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

N-Triples

<http://example.com/person/alice> <http://example.com/vocab/secretaryOf> <http://example.com/person/bob> .
<http://example.com/person/alice> <http://example.com/vocab/fullName> "Alice Liddell" .

@prefix ex: <http://example.com/vocab/> .
<http://example.com/person/alice>

ex:secretaryOf <http://example.com/person/bob> ;
ex:fullName "Alice Liddell" .

Turtle

File formats for transferring triples between computers:



Serialization [cont.]

JSON-LD

{
"@context": {

“ex": "http://example.com/vocab/",
"exp": “http://example.com/person/“

},
"@graph": [

{
"@id": "exp:alice",
"ex:secretaryOf": [

{
"@id": "exp:bob“

}
],
"ex:fullName": [

{
"@value": "Alice Liddell“

}
]

}
]

}



Triplestore – database to store and search triples

Just like you store tabular data 
in relational database, you 
store triples in triplestore.

SQL is the query language for 
relational database. You use 
SPARQL to search triples in 
triplestore.

https://www.sls.org.hk:8443/opac/lod

PREFIX slsdb: <http://localhost/bf/instance/>
SELECT ?s ?p ?o
WHERE {
GRAPH slsdb:ABcS {
?s ?p ?o.
}
}
LIMIT 2000

https://www.sls.org.hk:8443/opac/lod


Vocabulary

Vocabulary (or ontology, when used in more formal and complex sense) involves naming, grouping 
and relating things within the domain area concerned.

https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov

Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV)
Vocabularies of linked data in the bibliographic 
description domain:

• DCMI Metadata Terms
• Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
• https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms

• Schema.org vocabularies
• General purpose, for any things
• Maintained by web community
• https://schema.org/docs/schemas.html

• BIBFRAME 2.0 vocabulary
• Library of congress
• https://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe.html

• RDA (Resource Description and Access) vocabularies
• RDA Steering Committee
• https://www.rdaregistry.info/Elements

https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov
https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms
https://schema.org/docs/schemas.html
https://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe.html
https://www.rdaregistry.info/Elements


Further readings

Linked data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_data

RDF 1.1 Primer
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-primer/

Implementing Knowledge Card to enhance information discovery 
through bibliographic linked data
https://repository.hkust.edu.hk/ir/Record/1783.1-95441

Mapping institutional repository metadata to Schema.org vocabulary
https://repository.hkust.edu.hk/ir/Record/1783.1-107297

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_data
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-primer/
https://repository.hkust.edu.hk/ir/Record/1783.1-95441
https://repository.hkust.edu.hk/ir/Record/1783.1-107297

